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history

2018 2019 2020 2021
Forrest & Love
founded 

 Launch: Copper
 Bottles & Glasses

 Expansion: Entered
 the fashion & lifestyle
 segment in DACH &
 the Netherlands  

 Launch: Luxury lifestyle
 line Copper Luxury

 Expansion: Entered 
 the organic & eco 
 segments in the DACH
 region with Forrest & Love.
 Introduced Copper Luxury
 in the fashion & lifestyle
 segment. Partnered with
 distributors in 6 new
 countries inspite of Corona
 outbreak & successfully 
 sold over 70,000 bottles 
 & glasses internationally.

 

 Launch: Copper Key,
 Copper Patch, Copper
 Infusers

 Expansion: Further
 international expansion
 in organic, eco & lifestyle
 segment with partners in
 Middle East, Asia, East
 Europe and Scandinavia.
 Today, with both brands,
 we are placed in
 12 countries.



history

2022 2023
Launch: Copper Décor
Plates, Christmas Ornaments

Expansion: Penetration in
the interior and home living
segment with Décor Plates
and Copper Jugs. Enormous
success for Christmas Ornaments
in the lifestyle segment– 4000
pieces sold within 1 month in
the DACH region alone.  

Redefined the signature collection
for copperware with new design
and in-house artwork. Delisted old
collection, including bestsellers like
Engraved Bottles.

Expansion: Ongoing



“

our story
Shamika’s mother gifted her a copper jug while 
she was on her India trip. On coming back to Germany,
she flaunted this handmade piece of art to her friends,
and thankfully also to Rohit. Being loaded with new ideas,
they saw a business opportunity and soon the first
concept and prototypes were ready and presented
at the very next trade fair in Munich. 
 
Rohit & Shamika soon witnessed a massive interest
for a simple product that they have known since
their childhood. What followed was setting up their 
own production base with a family-run copper 
manufacturing firm in North India, getting to know 
the processes first hand and keeping quality standards 
& fair working conditions in check.

It all started with a gift.

Choosing tradition over trend
& sustainability over fast fashion“ “



About
In a world filled with mass flow production

and hyper-consumerism, handcrafted artisan
stories keep us together. Working with resources

that are recyclable and sustainable, we want
to redefine fashion and lifestyle.

us
2020 Title Holder of Kultur- und

Kreativpilot*innen Deutschland

-  known for Ayurveda and vitality benefits
-  handcrafted artisanal pieces using traditional techniques
-  with minimalistic packaging in an effort to being more sustainable

Our products are: -  TÜV-Rheinland certified
-   tested in food & water laboratory



distinctions
No strong competition in the lifestyle segment for copper products.

Stronghold on pricing by avoiding mass market sale.

 Fit for a wider target group in varied segments like fashion,
 lifestyle, organic, Ayurveda, Yoga etc.

 Exclusive partnerships with distributors, sales agents &
 retail chains internationally.

Better suited "offline" in well-designed concept stores &
organic stores than on online portals.

 



Drinkware Copper Bottles

Copper Tumblers

Copper Jugs

Copper Carafes & Pitchers

Gift Sets

Copper
Accessories

Copper Tongue Cleaner

Copper Infusers

Copper Décor Plates

Christmas Ornaments

Home Dècor

Product range



why copper?

Acts anti-bacterial & anti-microbial

Exhibits self-sterilising properties

Turns water naturally alkaline by raising pH value

 

Brings all three Doshas of the body in balance

 Keeps water naturally cooler than room temperature

100% recyclable without loss of performance

Can be used over generations

Ayurveda recommends drinking water stored in copper vessels,
known as Tamra Jal, owing to the vitalising powers of this metal.

Pure copper:



Copper Bottles
Made of > 99% pure copper

For copper-enriched hydration through the day

TÜV Rheinland tested

Stylish to-go alternatives

Lightweight & durable



Serve water like the royalty!

Plastic-free reusable alternatives

Aesthetic designs for a luxurious drinking experience

 Copper Tumblers



Stainless steel with a luxe copper look

Hand-hammered by artisans

Suitable for serving cocktails, longdrinks etc.

Large volume of 450 ml

Moscow Mule Mugs



Serve naturally alkaline water enriched with pure copper

Perfect even for floral arrangements or as décor elements

Large holding capacity

Sturdy & durable

Copper Jugs



Copper Carafes & Pitchers
by Copper Luxury

Water containers made of pure copper

Eye-catching designs with curvy silhouettes

Practical lid that doubles as a cup

Suitable on nightstands, dining 
tables or work desks



Handcrafted artisanal masterpieces with original designs

Traditional engraving techniques

Offer Ayurveda benefits

Keepsakes that last a lifetime

      Gift Sets
Paradise & Mosaic Collection

*Available March onwards



 

Ingenious accessories that provide Ayurveda benefits

Lab tested & proven to increase pH value of water

Unique handcrafted masterpieces

Portable and easy to use

 For Tamra Jal in three easy steps:
hook, immerse, leave to infuse!

Copper Infusers



Tongue Cleaner
Ayurveda-recommended ritual

for ultimate oral care

Made of pure copper

Removes toxins and residue build-up from tongue

Known to combat bad breath and improve sense of taste

Flexible sides and smooth wide edge for efficient cleaning

Lab tested for its effect on tongue microflora



Pure copper décor accents

Coated with lacquer for a high-shine finish

Can be used as charger plates, table décor, wall pieces

Handcrafted by artisans

by Copper Luxury

Copper
Décor
Plates



Made of pure high-grade copper

Coated with a lustrous lacquer finish for a long-lasting shine

Exquisitely handcrafted by artisans

Multifunctional use for table decor or gift wrapping

Christmas Ornaments



media coverage






